
THE GRELLER GALLERY
Partner Endorsements

“We  are proud to partner  with  The Greller  Gallery  and their  long-standing  commitment to animals 
and the environment.  This point  of view  is paramount in  our  society’s identity.  How  we  engage  with 
the  natural world  will  define  our  time.  And,  there is no stronger  or  more common  interaction  we 
currently have as a model than that of human beings and their pets.” 

-Mayor Ron and Erika Nirenberg 

"At Frost,  getting  involved in  the communities we serve is an  integral part  of our  culture.  We  are 
especially  pleased  to sponsor  this exhibition  at  the Greller  Gallery,  which  calls attention  to the 
Bracken Cave and supports land preservation and bat conservation." 

- Kate Crosby, Vice President, Frost Bank 

"Having  my  images showcased by  the Greller  Gallery  was a  phenomenal  experience.  The images 
were exhibited  in  an  exceptional  manner  and the events that  showcased the  art  were  amazing  and 
well  attended. Most importantly,  the brilliant  program, developed by  the  Greller  Family,  was 
coordinated  and orchestrated masterfully.  It  was an  honor  to be featured and I couldn't  more 
strongly  recommend that  anyone  considering  their  gallery  take advantage of the opportunity. Funds 
were raised for  the conservation  facility  at  the San  Antonio Zoo. The bottom  line: wildlife  benefited 
from the process. Can't thank the Grellers enough!" 

-Dante Fenolio, Artist and Vice President, Conservation & Research San Antonio Zoo 

"It's exciting, as an  artist, to work with  a  gallery  that has a  purpose. The Greller  Gallery  has 
combined the best  local artists with  a  philanthropic  mission  and I am  honored to have  been  a  part 
of their work!" 

- Heather Gauthier, Artist 

“We  at  Wildlife  Rescue & Rehabilitation, Inc. are grateful to the Greller  Gallery  and gifted artist 
Heather  Gauthier  for  their  generous donations to our  Wildlife  rescue efforts.  The patrons who 
purchase this art are indirectly  participating  in  our  life  saving  efforts on  behalf  of animals in  need. 
Art  has many  purposes beyond the  aesthetic,  but  this is one purpose that  is meaningful  beyond 
words for the animals who are rescued. Thank you.” 

-Lynn Cuny, WRR Founder and President 

“On  behalf  of  the  Orangutan  Foundation  International, I would  like to thank  the Greller  Gallery  for 
its kind donation; this contribution  is greatly  appreciated. Through  your  generosity,  the OFI team  is 
able to continue its work to save endangered orangutans and tropical  rain  forest. The  task of 
studying  and protecting  these noble  creatures and their  habitats is a  complex  one,  but  OFI 
maintains programs in  education, conservation  and wildlife  research  to ensure the future of this 
highly endangered species. Thank you again for your generosity. 

-Noelle Tankard, Development Manager, Orangutan Foundation International
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“Diamondback  Drugs is truly  excited to be partnering  with  the Greller  Gallery  for  a  second time  in 
support  of the Going  Batty  with  Bracken  exhibition. We are committed to supporting  the  local 
veterinary  community  of San  Antonio and proudly  stand with  South  Texas Veterinary 
Ophthalmology  and South  Texas Veterinary  Specialists in  support  of their  animal conservation  and 
community service initiatives.” 

-Jeff Swearingen, National Sales Director for Diamondback Drugs 

“I would  like to thank  the Greller  Gallery  for  the opportunity  to display  my  Eco-art  in  San  Antonio, 
Texas. My  art  and mission  is to raise the  awareness of environmental responsibility  and the 
importance of protecting  our  earth, not  just  for  ourselves,  but  for  the  animals who live here,  too. I 
was honored to support  the Orangutan  Foundation  during  this exhibition  and be a  part  of a  greater 
cause. The exhibition  (March-May) also touch  upon Autism  Awareness Month  an  important part  of 
my  life since I live  with  autism.  The exhibition  and the contacts I made during  this time will  allow 
me to continue to raise the awareness for  Eco-art,  animals safety,  and special  needs talents. Thank 
you.”  

-Grant Manier, Eco-Artist   

“It  has such  been  a  joy  to work  with  Faryl Greller  to showcase  our  student artwork at  the Greller 
Gallery. The  gallery’s mission,  focus and  commitment  are so aligned with  our  responsibility  to 
provide student  artists' opportunities not  only  to share their  art,  but  also to reinforce  their  voice, 
and commitment  to positive causes and actions.  At  SAY  Sí we challenge students to create  art  that 
brings about  positive  social  change. Partnering  with  the Greller  Gallery  allowed our  young  artists to 
just  that  - but  on  a  grander  scale,  with  a  larger  footprint  and new  audiences.  We are  grateful  to the 
Greller  Gallery  for  providing  a  platform  for  important conversations about social responsibility 
through art.” 

-Jon Hinojosa, Artistic | Executive Director, SAY Sí 

“In  pairing  local  artists with  local non-profits,  the  Greller  Gallery  spotlights unique  artwork  and 
introduces different perspectives and  cultures as they  benefit  the community  through  their 
fundraising work. We are proud to be one of the non-profits that this gallery supports.” 

-Sherry Pfau, Executive Director, Wayward Whiskers Cat Rescue 

"Schriver  & Carmona  (SC) CPAs is proud to be a  part  of this exciting  and unique  opportunity  to 
support  a  great  mission  and to highlight  an  extremely  talented  local artist,  Heather  Gauthier.  SC  is 
grateful to share in  the vision  of Dr. Drew  and Faryl  Greller  through  the their  creation  of the Greller 
Gallery.” 

-Chris Carmona, Co-Owner of Schriver & Carmona

“The Greller  Gallery  is remarkable in  its ability  to marry  community  support  with  beautiful  art.  
John  Bramblitt’s exhibition  at  the gallery  was a  wonderful  way  for  people to see the remarkable 
work  of this visually  impaired artist,  and at  the same time learn  more about  Guide Dogs of Texas. 
John’s Guide Dog,  Echo, was trained  by  this San-Antonio based non-profit  organization.  Proceeds 
of the  exhibition  were generously  donated to help Guide  Dogs of Texas provide more Guide  Dogs to 
people  like  John.   The vision  of  the  Greller  Gallery  in  our  community  is 20/20. We’re very  grateful 
for this awesome support!” 

-Sandy Merrill, CEO, Guide Dogs of Texas

“I appreciate and value what the Greller Gallery does for the community. It’s been wonderful to 
have worked with the Gallery, the events, parties and shows...lots of growth for the art community.”

 -Louis Vega Treviño, Artist
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“Partnering  with  the Greller  Gallery  has been  a  privilege-bringing  two non- profits together  with 
different  yet  similar  backgrounds- one  serving  students and one serving  animals. The Greller 
Gallery  offers an  innovative  way  to learn  more about  the good  works of non-profits in  our 
community.  We appreciate the Grellers dedication,  knowledge  of local  artists,  and  generous 
hospitality.” 

-Shannon Espy, Executive Director, SNIPSA 

“One of the  beautiful  things about  the purchase of this property  adjacent  to Bracken  Bat Cave 
Preserve is the variety  of partners it  has brought  together  for  conservation. We are thrilled that  the 
Greller  Gallery  is part  of this partnership  and  their  passion  for  giving  back  to conservation  makes 
this exhibition truly unique.” 

-Mylea Bayless, Director of US/Canada Conservation for BCI 

"My  experience with  the Greller  Gallery  was first-class!  Everything  from  the hanging  of the work  to 
the  marketing  was handled with  the  utmost degree  of professionalism  and attention  to detail.  It  was 
a  fabulous opportunity  to present  my  work  to a  new  audience while  teaming  up with  an 
organization that shared the vision of my work as an artist." 

-Yvette Shadrock, Artist 

“Protecting  this land (Crescent Hills)  was no small  task  and took  a  community  effort  to make  an 
impact.  The Greller  Gallery  is the  perfect  platform  to celebrate  our  latest  accomplishments by 
showcasing  beautiful  art  that brings attention  to why  the  Bracken  Cave area  is important  to the 
overall future and success of our city.” 

- Ron Nirenberg, San Antonio District 8 City Councilman, 
Led the City effort for the Bracken Cave protection campaign

“Exquisite  Properties is a  proud sponsor  of the Greller  Gallery  because  it  offers us the opportunity 
to support  the artists who create  the  art  displayed as well  as the work  of the  selected  non-profit,  all 
while educating  the San  Antonio community.  Each  exhibition  that  we have  sponsored has featured 
an  artist  with  a  unique and  moving  story  of how  they  came to be  the  artist  that  they  are today  and 
where their  art  is going. The  non-profits involved are each  doing  work that  protects,  rehabilitates 
and cares for  animals around  the world that  clearly  need our  help.  In  fact, the whole  exhibition 
experience has been  so moving  that  each  and  every  time we have purchased  some of the art  to 
display  in  our  office  and to remind  us of the difference that  Faryl  & Andrew  Greller  are making  with 
their work at the Greller Gallery.” 

- Micah Harper, Exquisite Properties, CEO 

“The San  Antonio Zoo's Department  of Conservation  and Research  have a  special opportunity  to 
develop a  world class conservation  facility. We  are thankful  to the Greller  Gallery  for  their  support 
in  helping  us raise  awareness about  our  POD facility  that will  positively  impact the  plight  of dozens 
of critically endangered species.” 

-Dante Fenolio, Vice President, Conservation & Research San Antonio Zoo

“We  are so thankful to the Greller  Gallery  for  their  recent  donation. Your  support  is crucial toward 
providing  comfort and loving  guardianship  for  the homeless dogs and  cats brought  to our  shelter. 
Each  year,  the San  Antonio Humane Society  houses and cares for  nearly  5,000 homeless pets and 
conducts over  9,000  spay  and  neuter  surgeries.  Your  financial  support helps feed, house,  and 
provide loving  care for  dogs and cats until forever  homes are found. We  are  so grateful  for  donors 
like  YOU! Your  generosity  makes it  possible for  us to nurture these animals for  as long  as 
necessary.”

-Nancy F. May, President/CEO, San Antonio Humane Society



cont. 

"The Greller  Gallery  is a  very  impressive  organization  and takes the time to build meaningful 
relationships with  their  artists. We had a  fabulous exhibition  and  learned a  lot  about our  22-plus 
million  Mexican  Free-Tailed bats during  the creative  process.  The  Greller  Gallery  arranged for  us 
to have  a  private  tour  of the land that  we were helping  to raise money  for, which  was incredibly 
inspiring  because the results came  through  in  our  art  (paintings,  wall mural,  light  sculpture,  and 
furniture) for  the exhibition.  Just  as impressive, the Greller  Gallery  continued to show  support  for 
us even  after  the exhibition  ended. They  sold  two large pieces and  connected us with  the local 
Witte  museum  to create a  special curriculum  entirely  based on  our  art  that will help educate  school 
children  in  the San  Antonio community  about  animal conservation  and environment  protection. 
We love Dr.  Drew  and Faryl and we love what  their  Gallery  stands for  and represents for  the arts 
community and beyond.” 

- Maureen (MoMo) Brown and Charles (Pompa) Harrison, Artist 

“I would like to take  this moment  to again  personally  thank  the  Greller  Gallery,  Dr.  Andrew  and 
Faryl Greller,  and the Gallery’s guests for  their  very  kind  and generous donation  and support  of the 
Veterans and their  Medical  Alert  Service  Dogs in  the ‘Train  a  Dog  – Save  a  Warrior’ (TADSAW) 
program  in  San  Antonio,  TX.  The benefit  in  May  2017  at  the Greller  Gallery  was an  opportunity  to 
address members of the  community  about  the  TADSAW  program  and  the  Veterans’ need for  a 
Medical  Alert  Service Dog  that  would re-connect  them  to their  family, their  neighborhood and 
their  community,  after  serving  and protecting  Our  Nation  from  enemies.  It  was an  honor  to have 
been selected as the beneficiary of the Greller Gallery program in 2017.” 

-Bart Sherwood, Program Director - TADSAW INC

"Art  Incorporated is proud to provide  their  expertise and  service  in  support  of the Greller  Gallery. 
Supporting  the  San  Antonio Arts Community  has always been  a  part  of our  mission  during  our  50-
year  history  as a  locally  owned  family  business. We are pleased we  can  be a  part  of the  ongoing 
commitment  the  Greller  Gallery  provides in  supporting  the arts as well  as pet-focused community 
causes. We invite you to visit our fine art gallery and to learn more about our amazing framing."

 – Robert Grothues, Owner, Art Incorporated

“Last year,  the Animal Defense League of  Texas partnered with  The Greller  Gallery  because our 
mission  statements align  so well.  ADL’s focus is to enhance  the quality  of life  for  abandoned, 
abused,  and neglected  dogs and cats in  San  Antonio and  the Greller  Gallery  led an  art  exhibition  to 
help support our  efforts. Dr.  Andrew  and Faryl  Greller  made the  experience even  better  because 
they  are wonderful to work with  and true  to the  causes they  support.  ADL looks forward  to working 
again with The Greller Gallery in the future!”

-Jessica Anderson, Development and Marketing Director, Animal Defense League of Texas

“The Greller  Gallery  is a  beautiful  space serving  two beautiful causes- art  and animal  charities! 
Faryl Greller  has created a  unique combination  of art  presentation,  promoting  artists and  various 
animal charities in  the San  Antonio area.  Chosen  artists have an expansive,  light  filled space  to 
display  their  work  for  a  3  month  period. The kickoff night is a  fun  gathering  featuring  an  artist talk, 
friends and potential  new  collectors of your  work .  Part  of the  sales go to the  partner  animal 
charity at your event. It's fun, entertaining, and a great way to get exposure for your work.”

-Paige Holland, Artist 

“As an  artist  and animal lover,  it  was such  an  honor  and  pleasure to create and exhibit  with  the 
Greller  Art Gallery. I found great  joy  and satisfaction  in  making  my  work specifically  for  this 
exhibition.  I was teamed up with  the  amazing  Humane Society  which  was so important  to me 
personally.  The entire experience was very  professional and  uplifting.  Faryl,  Dr.  Drew  were the 
best.  I felt  supported throughout  the entire process. The  Greller  Art  Gallery  is a  shining  star  in  the 
community.”                                                                                                         

 -Antonia Richardson, Artist



To learn more about The Greller Gallery at STVO, 
please visit http://stvopets.com/greller-gallery.html

“The Greller  Gallery  was an  absolute pleasure to work with.  Faryl and Drew  were very  meticulous 
and professional about  everything  from  the signage to the reception.  The space is a  gem  in 
amongst  the animal  clinic, reinforcing  their  charitable  concept  and  philanthropic  partnerships 
they  work with  in  conjunction  with  the artist.  I look  forward to working  with  them  again  in  the 
future.”

-John Bramblitt, Artist 

“From  the moment  I met gallery  owner,  Faryl  Greller,  I knew  this was going  to be a  great  journey. 
The  Greller  Gallery  is in-line with  one of my  main  art focuses and that is giving  back  to our 
community.  Faryl’s contagious,  positive spirit  radiates not only  throughout  the  gallery  but in  all of 
the  processes that  follow. The  set  up  is hosted by  Art  Inc. and very  professionally  done.  The space 
is great  for  filling  the walls with  happiness and  art  when  sometimes the clients visiting  Dr.  Drew 
Greller  aren’t  feeling  so joyful.  The reception  was over  the top and  I was very  grateful to be a  part 
of such  a  wonderful gallery  that  not  only  focuses on  art but giving  back  to our  pet  community  as 
well. Joyfully pleased and humbly grateful.”

-Patti Schermerhorn, Artist

“We  at  Therapy  Animals of  San  Antonio truly  appreciate the  Greller  Gallery  and  artist  Paige 
Holland  for  supporting  our  organization. Allowing  us to share our  mission  and  our  passion  with 
others is such  a  gift,  and  their  donations assist  us in  bringing  therapy  animals to people  who can 
benefit from the human-animal bond. The comfort and smiles the animals bring is priceless.” 

-Melissa Allen Jones, Board Member, Therapy Animals of San Antonio
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